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What is CAGTC?
• Coalition for America’s Gateways and Trade 

Corridors: Founded in 2001 as a national 
advocacy organization for freight infrastructure 

• Mission: Raise public recognition and 
Congressional awareness of the nation’s freight 
needs and to promote sufficient funding in 
federal legislation for our multimodal goods 
movement system





System strains. Driving up costs of goods and services: 

– In 2015, truck congestion alone cost ~$160 billion in 

operating time and wasted fuel. 

– 2015’s month-long West Coast port slowdowns cost 

the U.S. economy between $200-$400 million daily.

Evolving supply chains.

- “Building to order” is replacing “building to stock.” 

- E-Commerce is changing the way goods are 

delivered, causing first-mile/last-mile strain. 

- Manufacturers are selling to each other.

State of U.S. Freight Infrastructure





Growing U.S. population. By 2045, the U.S. 
population is estimated to increase by nearly 70 million. 
The USDOT estimates each person in the U.S. requires 
the movement of approximately 63 tons of freight 
annually. 

Brent Spence Bridge: Built 

for daily traffic of 80,000 

vehicles, of which 4,000 were 

trucks. Carries 165,000 

vehicles, 30,000 are trucks. 

Delays on the bridge cost 

travelers over $750 million per 

year in wasted time and fuel.

State of U.S. Freight 

Infrastructure



State of U.S. Freight 

Infrastructure
Investment needs. There is no comprehensive needs 
assessment of the freight system, but the first 
FASTLANE grant solicitation received $9.8 billion in 
requests for the $800 million available. 

Insufficient funding. No dedicated revenue for 
multimodal freight. Primary source of road funding –
Highway Trust Fund – faces annual shortfalls: about 
$90 billion in the next six years.

Siloes. Although goods movement is a systems 
approach, planning, investment and revenue collection 
are done in modal siloes.



State of U.S. Freight 

Infrastructure

Bottom Line: It is bad for business.

National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) reports:

– 70 percent of members surveyed believe American 
infrastructure is in fair or poor shape. 

– 65 percent do not believe infrastructure will be able to 
respond to the competitive demands of a growing 
economy. 



Known Opportunities

- FASTLANE
- $4.5 billion over 5 yrs - $500 million for intermodal 

- Freight Formula Funding
- $6.3 billion over 5 yrs – 10% of state’s apportionment for 

intermodal/multimodal



Changing Dynamics

White House 

Infrastructure 

Council



• President Trump’s Infrastructure First 

Plan, with direct federal investment?

– How will it be funded? 

• P-3 Driven Infrastructure First Plan?

– How can we develop a plan that doesn’t 

disadvantage regions and project types?

Changing Dynamics



• Tax Reform?

– Lots of competition for funding!

• Status Quo?

– Will the next four years be continued 

administration of FAST Act?

• Devolution?

– How will supply chains be impacted? 77% of 

US freight moves between states.

Changing Dynamics



Next Steps
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